When We Are No More: How Digital Memory Is Shaping Our Future Abby Smith Rumsey BloomsBUry (2016)
A door is opening on a frightening prospect: the future of history. So notes scholar Abby Smith Rumsey in this erudite treatise on how the digitization of archival technology makes it all too easy to rewrite our cultural past. She analyses our journey in recorded memory, interweaving neuroscience with a history of the archive, and ranging from classical mnemonic devices to the collective amnesia that can follow the destruction of libraries. Books, she shows, are "memory machines" that we have learned to manage. Digitized data in toto is a different beast -and one bucking under our attempts at control. job of portraying the extreme reactions elicited by repatriation conversations -from the smug 'we-stole-it-fair-and-square' to the angst parodied by historian Elazar Barkan as 'performance guilt' (in which "leaders theatrically say sorry for acts from the past for which they had no responsibility"). Although granting that great museum collections "were wrenched from their original contexts by means that often amounted to theft", Jenkins bristles at returning items. Rather, she stresses three principles -preservation, truth and access -that determine what is best for objects, scholars and the public. "The mission of museums, " she argues, "should be to acquire, conserve, research, and display their collections … That is all and that is enough. " I don't believe that is enough -particularly with respect to human remains. As a practising dirt archaeologist, I still on occasion excavate human burials. As a museum curator, I sometimes exhibit human remains. But as a museum-based researcher, I acknowledge my responsibilities to consult meaningfully with relevant descendant and stakeholding communities -and listen to what they say. Jenkins is correct that repatriation will render some human remains unavailable for research. The public display of certain human remains is likewise often inappropriate. These are limitations that many of us accept today.
And the Sun
The alternative -the free-ranging, science-über-alles mentality articulated in Keeping Their Marbles -reprises the cavalier attitudes towards communities of descendants that characterized Americanist archaeology for most of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. That sordid legacy, which necessitated reburial and repatriation legislation in the first place, seems particularly inappropriate for the responsible practice of twenty-first-century science. What of Margaret Mead's belief in modern truth and trust? Today's headlines target different 'Museums in the Emergency' , from the systematic looting of the National Museum in Baghdad to the Islamist terrorist group ISIS taking sledgehammers to Syrian antiquities. The prominent Syrian scholar Khaled al-Asaad was beheaded by ISIS for refusing to disclose where ancient treasures from Palmyra had been hidden for safe keeping. The right of museums to hold and display collections is today contested at every turn.
Modern museums have multiple meanings, objectives and constituencies. But one thing is certain: nowhere is there now a museum where all people "can renew their trust in science and in democracy". 
